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PestGard Mini Barker Breaker 
Instructions

Congratulations on your purchase of the Mini Barker Breaker - developed for safe and humane bark      
control and pet training, both indoors and outdoors

Installing the battery:

1. Using a small screwdriver, remove the 2 screws in the back of unit.  
2. Remove back cover.
3. Connect the 9-volt battery to the battery terminals and click on tightly.  
4. Replace back cover and re-install screws.

Do not be alarmed if unit sounds during the initial warm up.

Note: your Barker Breaker is supplied with a test battery for initial test and use.  It is recommended that 
you replace the test battery with a fresh 9 volt alkaline battery.

Operating your Mini Barker Breaker:

• When your pet exhibits undesirable behaviour, simply point the unit toward your pet and 
• Pres the red button down
• The Mini Barker Breaker will emit a high pitched sound.
• Your pet will perceive the sound as a Stop behaviour command
• Continue pressing down the red button until your pets stops the unwanted behaviour

We suggest that you use a verbal command when using the Mini Barker Breaker, such as “NO” in a calm 
yet stern voice, spoken just after you you release the red button. Your pet will quickly resond to training 
and associate bad behaviour with the correction of the high pitched sound

Results may vary according to each dog’s obedience level and the owners perserverance. With just a few 
training sessions, bad behaviour habits are broken with most pets. The ke is persistence. Some pets may 
require a longer training perioud to break nuisance barking and bad habits.

NOTE: Replace the battery if the sounds become low or intermittent or if unit fails to operate. 

Six months manufacturer’s warranty.


